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Why We
Did This
Review
We conducted this
review of the Secret
Service as part of an
overall review of the
Secret Service’s
presidential protective
function to determine
whether in three
incidents the Secret
Service followed its own
protective policies, what
actions were taken to
correct identified
deficiencies, and
whether these
corrections are
adequate.

What We
Recommend
We are making 14
recommendations to
improve Secret Service
operations.
For Further Information:
Contact our Office of Public
Affairs at (202) 254-4100, or
email us at
DHS-OIG.OfficePublicAffairs@oig.dhs.gov


What We Found
On September 19, 2014, an intruder jumped over
the North Fence of the White House Complex and
entered the White House before Secret Service
personnel could apprehend him. A confluence of
technical problems with radios, security
equipment, and notification systems, as well as
problems associated with the White House’s
infrastructure and surrounding physical
environment, impeded the protective response.
Although they may have only indirectly
contributed to the events of that night, underlying
and continuing resource and management issues
are negatively affecting the Uniformed Division
and, potentially, its ability to protect the White
House and its occupants. In particular, the
Uniformed Division is severely understaffed,
which has led to inadequate training, fatigue, low
morale, and attrition. In addition, there is a lack
of full and open communication and information
sharing between management and Uniformed
Division Officers.
The Secret Service has attempted to resolve
technical issues, as well as some problems with
Uniformed Division staffing and training. In most
cases, it is too early to tell whether these actions
will lead to more effective protective operations
and whether the Secret Service can continue to
fund and sustain the corrections and
improvements. Overcoming more deeply rooted
challenges will require diligence and the full
commitment of Secret Service leadership.

Secret Service Response
The Secret Service concurred with our
recommendations and is taking steps to address
them.
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Background
At 7:19 p.m. on September 19, 2014, Omar Gonzalez jumped over the North
Fence of the White House Complex (WHC) and in less than 30 seconds reached
the White House North Portico doors and entered the interior of the mansion.
Gonzalez bypassed several layers of security before the Secret Service
apprehended him. No other fence jumper has ever made it so far through
Secret Service’s defenses. A detailed account of the incident is included in
appendix C. Before the incident, Gonzalez was arrested by state and local law
enforcement and came to the attention of Federal law enforcement, including
the Secret Service, but was not deemed to pose a threat to the President or the
White House. Appendix D contains a timeline of pre-incident interactions with
Gonzalez.
Prior to our review, the Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) Deputy
Secretary and the Secret Service’s Protective Mission Panel (PMP) conducted
two separate reviews of the September 19, 2014 incident and related issues.
On November 1, 2014, the Deputy Secretary issued a Report on the White
House Incursion Incident of September 19, 2014, which describes in detail what
happened that evening and includes findings about the Secret Service’s failure
to stop Gonzalez from entering the White House. The PMP, established by the
DHS Secretary to undertake a broad, independent review of the Secret Service’s
WHC protection, completed its review on December 15, 2014. The PMP made
19 recommendations in an unclassified report.1 We conducted our review to
assess whether other root causes contributed to the incident. We identified the
same root causes as the PMP, but in our report we detail other issues that
played a part in the deficient response. This fiscal year (FY), we are also
initiating a new review to assess the Secret Service’s compliance with the PMP’s
recommendations.
Secret Service White House Protection
The Secret Service has an integrated mission to protect current and former
Presidents and visiting foreign dignitaries and to safeguard the Nation’s
financial infrastructure and payment systems. As part of its mission, the Secret
Service protects the WHC, defined as the White House grounds within the fence
line, the Eisenhower Executive Office Building, the Treasury building and
Annex, 1724 F street, Winder Building, and the New Executive Office Building.
1A

number of the PMP’s recommendations contained classified material and are not included in
the report.
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The Secret Service Office of Protective Operations (OPO) is mainly responsible
for protecting the WHC, the President, the First Family, the Vice President, the
Second Family, and all former Presidents, Vice Presidents (for a limited term),
and their spouses. OPO also protects qualified presidential and vice
presidential candidates, visiting foreign leaders, and other designated
protectees. OPO is responsible for security at the Naval Observatory and
approximately 500 foreign missions. The Assistant Director of OPO manages
the following three entities with primary responsibility for protecting the WHC
and its occupants.
Presidential Protective Division
Presidential Protective Division Special Agents provide the President’s and First
Family’s personal protection. The division’s Special Agent in Charge is
ultimately responsible for the security of the WHC and its occupants.
Uniformed Division
The Uniformed Division (UD) performs day-to-day security operations at the
WHC. UD Officers from the White House Branch carry out their protective
responsibilities through a network of fixed security posts, foot, bicycle,
vehicular and motorcycle patrols. The UD also includes the Naval Observatory
Branch, Foreign Missions Branch, and the Special Operations Branch.
Special Operations Division
The Special Operations Division provides specialized operational and tactical
support for the Secret Service’s protective missions. The division manages and
coordinates the activities of Secret Service Special Agents and specialized UD
personnel, such as Emergency Response Team (ERT) Officer Technicians, ERT
Canine Unit Officer Technicians, Counter Assault Team, and Counter Sniper
Unit, which provide tactical response to unlawful intrusions and other
protective challenges to the White House and its grounds.
Two other Secret Service divisions also have roles in protecting the WHC and
its occupants.
x

The Protective Intelligence and Assessment Division, part of the Office of
Strategic Intelligence and Information, guides and coordinates protective
intelligence investigations when the Secret Service is alerted to
individuals expressing interest in protectees or protective sites. The
division analyzes, evaluates, disseminates, and maintains incoming
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Recommendation 3: Establish protocols for the Joint Operations Center to
monitor cameras on the North and South Grounds of the White
House Complex.
Recommendation 4: Prioritize funding and provide a timeline for
implementing the Information Resources Management Division’s Joint
Operations Center technology refresh request.
Recommendation 5: Conduct annual assessments of the White House
Complex and the Joint Operations Center to evaluate the functionality of the
radio infrastructure system, alarms, cameras, and notification systems. The
assessments should include analysis of the Joint Operations Center’s log
entries for technical issues, as well as input from the Office of Protective
Operations, Presidential Protective Division, and the Uniformed Division, and
should result in action plans and a timeline to resolve outstanding issues. The
Technical Security Division should present assessment results and action
plans to Secret Service management, including the Chief Financial Officer and
the Chief Information Officer.
Recommendation 6: Continue to work with White House stakeholders to
prioritize planned initiatives to replace the existing fence and enhance
associated infrastructure. Also, determine the optimal height for the bushes in
front of the North Portico to provide the visibility of the North Fence Line and
coordinate with the National Park Service to establish a schedule for trimming
the bushes.
Management Comments and OIG Analysis
The Secret Service concurred with all 14 of our recommendations and is taking
steps to address them. Appendix B contains a copy of the Secret Service’s
management comments in their entirety. We also received and incorporated
technical comments as appropriate. Based on the Secret Service’s response to
our draft report, we consider all recommendations resolved and open.
The following section contains summaries of the Secret Service’s written
responses to the first six report recommendations and our analysis of the
responses.
Management Response to Recommendation 1: The Secret Service concurred
with the recommendation. According to the Secret Service, the JOC conducts
daily operational radio checks with select users to test radio functionality. In
addition, the Secret Service’s Office of the Chief Information Officer (CIO)
www.oig.dhs.gov
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conducts radio coverage checks around the WHC and at other locations as
needed. The CIO is establishing a regular schedule of coverage testing with
other stakeholders. The Secret Service anticipates establishing the schedule by
May 1, 2016.
OIG Analysis: The Secret Service’s planned actions are responsive to
recommendation 1. We consider the recommendation resolved, but open. We
will close this recommendation when we receive and have reviewed the CIO’s
regular schedule of coverage testing.
Management Response to Recommendation 2: The Secret Service concurred
with the recommendation. According to the Secret Service, it has enhanced
radio training of UD recruits with live exercises during which recruits interact
with a dispatcher; a trained JOC officer/Control Center officer assists with
dispatching during training. The Secret Service has also purchased new radios
to replace the outdated training radios and is calibrating the equipment for use
in its training environment. The Secret Service requested that OIG consider
this recommendation resolved and closed.
OIG Analysis: We consider these actions responsive to the recommendation.
The recommendation is resolved, but will remain open pending our receipt of
the enhanced training curriculum with a detailed description of new radio
training initiatives, as well as the time allotted for the enhanced training.
Management Response to Recommendation 3: The Secret Service concurred
with the recommendation. According to the Secret Service, JOC personnel can
view multiple cameras simultaneously at the WHC. JOC internal operating
procedures have been revised to reflect enhanced situational awareness
requirements and are available to all JOC personnel. The Secret Service
requested that OIG consider this recommendation resolved and closed.
OIG Analysis: We consider these actions responsive to the recommendation.
This recommendation is resolved; it will remain open pending our receipt of the
revised JOC internal operating procedures.
Management Response to Recommendation 4: The Secret Service concurred
with the recommendation. At the request of the Secret Service's CIO, the U.S.
Navy Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) is conducting an engineering
study of the JOC, which is scheduled to conclude at the end of March 2016.
According to the Secret Service, the NAVAIR study will provide options for
refreshing the technology in the JOC and will be the focus of future budget
requests. In addition, the Secret Service has invested significant financial
resources in the JOC and is committed to investments in future years. The
www.oig.dhs.gov
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Secret Service’s planned upgrades to the JOC are expected to be completed by
September 30, 2017.
OIG Analysis: We consider these actions responsive to the intent of
recommendation. This recommendation is resolved; it will remain open pending
our receipt of the NAVAIR study, as well as documentation of spending for JOC
operations during FYs 2015 and 2016.
Management Response to Recommendation 5: The Secret Service concurred
with the recommendation. According to the Secret Service, it has enhanced its
regular evaluations of security and communications systems supporting
protective operations at the WHC. The NAVAIR study will factor into the annual
assessment for FY 2016. In addition to annual Program Management Reviews
for individual programs, Secret Service personnel regularly and routinely
evaluate the security and communications systems surrounding the WHC. In
August 2015 and December 2015, the Secret Service began regular testing of
its alert systems and alarm zones. The Secret Service requested that OIG
consider this recommendation resolved and closed.
OIG Analysis: The Secret Service’s ongoing and planned actions are responsive
to the recommendation. We consider the recommendation resolved, but open,
pending our receipt of the NAVAIR study and the latest annual Program
Management Reviews for all programs related to the security and
communications systems surrounding the WHC.
Management Response to Recommendation 6: The Secret Service concurred
with the recommendation. In its response, the Secret Service said it continues
to pursue a permanent solution for a new White House perimeter fence with
the appropriate stakeholders, such as NPS, National Capital Planning
Commission, and the U.S. Commission of Fine Arts. The Secret Service does
not have exclusive authority to make determinations about the fence or
landscaping, but regularly communicates with NPS, which helps better
coordinate security issues connected to NPS' area of responsibility, including
WHC landscaping. Given the ongoing collaboration between the Secret Service
and these stakeholders, the Secret Service requested that OIG consider this
recommendation resolved and closed.
OIG Analysis: We consider these actions responsive to the recommendation. In
its corrective action plan and subsequent updates, the Secret Service should
inform OIG about its progress in replacing the existing fence and provide
appropriate documentation. This recommendation is resolved, but will remain
open pending our receipt of an established schedule or a similar written
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Scheduling Decisions Lead to Junior Officers and New Supervisors Working the
Same Shifts
On the night of the incident, because of scheduling decisions, many junior
UDW Officers and recently promoted supervisors were working together on the
same shift. UDW Officers working at the WHC that night had an “average time
on assignment” of less than 3 years. Six out of the 12 UDW Officers we
interviewed, who covered key posts along Gonzalez's path or inside the White
House, had worked at the WHC 1 year or less. In addition, the Watch
Commander responsible for the WHC on that shift and a Lieutenant in charge
of the north side of the WHC had only 3 months’ experience each in their
assignments.
This occurred because of an internal UDW operating procedure, the Annual
Pick of Assignments, in which Officers receive their choice of shifts and days off
based on seniority. As a result of this well-intentioned procedure, less desirable
shifts, such as those on afternoons or weekends, are assigned to UDW Officers
with the least seniority. Recently promoted supervisors also “lose” their
seniority in new assignments and are generally left to pick from less desirable
shifts. During our field work, a UD official said the UDW was reviewing current
shift assignments to avoid having too many inexperienced employees working
together.
Guidance and Communication
In addition to staffing constraints and the accompanying problems, UDW
Officers may have difficulty carrying out their protective duties because the
guidance is not always reliable and consistent, and there are gaps in
communication and information sharing. Specifically, UDW Officers cannot
always easily access post procedures for guidance on duties, and some of the
procedures are outdated. Guidance from Sergeants and more experienced
Officers is not always accurate and up to date. These issues can hinder
implementation of procedures and result in confusion among Officers,
potentially diminishing security at the WHC. Also, UD management does not
always fully communicate important information on key operational decisions.
Although the Secret Service has taken steps to improve communication, UDW
Officers expressed continuing dissatisfaction with the clarity of information and
a perceived lack of respect in the way management communicates.
UDW Post Procedures Are Not Always Accessible and Updated, and Guidance
Can Be Inconsistent
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procedures, Officers should strive to follow them consistently. They also said
that when needed, Officers should elevate disagreements to higher level
officials for resolution.
According to UDW Officers, however, there are too many exceptions to the
protocols, and at times those exceptions can potentially create security
vulnerabilities. UDW personnel gave the following examples of exceptions to
protocols they witnessed:

The Officer said he “got chewed out” due to the lack of
internal communication

Secret Service officials said they support UDW Officers in enforcing written
procedures and UDW personnel should not be reprimanded for following
policies and procedures. However, Officers described being chided for both
following procedures and making exceptions. According to UDW Officers and
supervisors, an Officer might be admonished for enforcing security protocols
instead of using discretion or for trying to exercise discretion only to be told
that a specific exemption was not appropriate.
Management Does Not Fully Communicate with UDW Staff on Important Matters
Secret Service officials do not always fully communicate essential information
to UDW Officers, which can result in rumors, unawareness of key operational
decisions, and low morale. Given the complexities of security operations at the
WHC and its constantly changing environment, mission success requires
www.oig.dhs.gov
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x
x

UD Officers are not pursuing promotions within the UD as much as they
could.
UD supervisors seem poorly trained in leadership and communication.

UDW Officers also believed Secret Service management was unresponsive and
apathetic about their suggestions and concerns. Several Officers described
their attempts to forward memos with suggestions or concerns up their chain
of command and receiving limited or no feedback from UD supervisors. Officers
and ERT members expressed concern that certain security issues were left
unaddressed and unresolved despite their efforts to identify and document
problems.
Conclusion
In most cases, it is too early to tell whether the Secret Service’s remedial
actions for technical and structural problems will lead to more effective
protective operations or whether the Secret Service will be able to continue
funding and sustain corrections and improvements. The resource and
management issues related to Secret Service staffing and communication,
which profoundly affect the UD and its mission, are more deeply embedded.
These underlying problems are not subject to the relatively quick fixes such as
those applied to the technical or structural problems. Overcoming these
challenges will require diligence and the full commitment of Secret Service
leadership. It is imperative, however, that the Secret Service tackles these more
fundamental and persistent resource and management issues, or it risks being
unable to respond adequately or accomplish its protective mission.
We recommend that the Director of Secret Service:
Recommendation 7: Ensure staffing levels in the Uniformed Division support
coverage of all posts without relying on overtime and allow for consistent inservice training, given known contingencies, such as expected travel and
annual leave.
Recommendation 8: Adjust shift assignment and scheduling procedures to
ensure that all shifts include more experienced Uniformed Division Officers and
supervisors.
Recommendation 9: Establish and implement regular joint training for all
entities protecting the White House Complex and the President, as well as
regular familiarization tours of the White House for
staff. In addition, continually evaluate training trends and needs for protecting
the White House Complex, modifying the training accordingly, and scheduling
refresher courses as needed to update training. Train and brief Uniformed
www.oig.dhs.gov
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agreement with the Transportation Security Administration about the support
it provides to Secret Service protective events, and any documentation for
identifying additional expected increases in staffing beyond FY 2019.
Management Response to Recommendation 8: The Secret Service concurred
with the recommendation. According to the Secret Service, since September 19,
2014, UD senior managers evaluate the seniority level within their respective
branches to ensure that each shift combines both junior and senior Officers.
As new Officers graduate or are transferred from one branch to another, the
UD ensures that Officers are appropriately and proportionally distributed to
the various operation sections. The Secret Service requested that OIG consider
this recommendation resolved and closed.
OIG Analysis: We consider Secret Service’s proposed actions responsive to the
recommendation. This recommendation is resolved; it will remain open until we
receive and have reviewed the policies, procedures, or other relevant
documentation detailing how UD senior managers evaluate the seniority level
within their respective branches to ensure that each shift combines both junior
and senior Officers.
Management Response to Recommendation 9: The Secret Service concurred
with the recommendation. According to the Secret Service, because of the 2016
election campaign and the current staffing levels, it has not been able to
establish a standard schedule for joint training. The Secret Service described
the following training:
x
x
x

x

When feasible, UD members train with the protective divisions, and
members of the ERT conduct joint training exercises with UD recruits
during their initial training.
Joint training may be scheduled during mission in-service training.
All newly appointed sergeants and lieutenants who transfer to the White
House Branch and all ERT Officer Technicians and officials complete onthe-job training, including familiarization with applicable policies and
procedures.
All Officers working at the White House receive 2 weeks of on-the-job
familiarization training at the White House.

The Secret Service requested that OIG consider this recommendation resolved
and closed.
OIG Analysis: The Secret Service’s actions are responsive to the
recommendation. We consider the recommendation resolved; it will remain
open pending our receipt of documentation and records detailing the training
www.oig.dhs.gov
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efforts described in the Secret Service’s response. Also, in its corrective action
plan, the Secret Service should update OIG on plans to establish a standard
schedule for joint training once the election campaign ends.
Management Response to Recommendation 10: The Secret Service
concurred with the recommendation. The Secret Service has been developing a
proposal that would provide realistic environment scenario-based training
exercises for all UD Officers and Special Agents throughout basic recruit and
in-service training. Based on the request for a feasibility study, the RTC had
received a draft study on options and costs and anticipated receiving the final
version in mid-March 2016. Once the Secret Service receives the completed
feasibility study and considers all options, it will submit a conceptual design of
the White House Training Facility and surrounding grounds for approval by the
National Capital Planning Commission. The Secret Service expects to submit
the request for commission approval in the fourth quarter of FY 2016 or the
first quarter of FY 2017.
OIG Analysis: We consider the Secret Service’s proposed actions responsive to
the recommendation. The recommendation is resolved, but open. We will close
this recommendation when we receive and review a study on options and costs
for the training facility, as well as a copy of the request the Secret Service
prepares for National Capital Planning Commission approval.
Management Response to Recommendation 11: The Secret Service
concurred with the recommendation. According to the Secret Service, relevant
White House Branch procedures have been updated and transferred to the
Secret Service’s intranet site, its directives management system, and the White
House Branch shared drive. White House Branch supervisors are also required
to ensure that all updated policies are read in roll calls. Further, the White
House Branch recently conducted an audit and has ensured the most current
versions of relevant procedures are available to all Officers. The Secret Service
requested that OIG consider this recommendation resolved and closed.
OIG Analysis: The Secret Service’s actions are responsive to the
recommendation. We consider the recommendation resolved; it will remain
open pending our receipt of the written requirement that all updated White
House Branch policies are read in roll calls. In addition, we request a copy of
the aforementioned audit results, as well as a tentative schedule for regular
reviews of post procedures at the WHC.
Management Response to Recommendation 12: The Secret Service
concurred with the recommendation. According to the Secret Service, White
House Branch supervisors and managers ensure conduct of post procedure
www.oig.dhs.gov
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refresher training and table top exercises. Training is typically held during
supervisory and Officer roll call briefings. Larger scale exercises are
coordinated by OPO and may involve external law enforcement partners within
the Washington, DC metropolitan area. The Secret Service requested that OIG
consider this recommendation resolved and closed.
OIG Analysis: The Secret Service’s actions are responsive to the
recommendation. We consider the recommendation resolved; it will remain
open pending our receipt of the relevant records and documentation detailing
that White House Branch supervisors and managers ensure that post
procedure refresher training and table top exercises are conducted.
Management Response to Recommendation 13: The Secret Service
concurred with the recommendation. In its response, the Secret Service said
that it routinely advises its personnel of notification system and equipment
malfunctions, modifications, and/or upgrades during roll calls and division
briefings prior to the start of all shifts. The Secret Service also said that
significant changes to notification systems and equipment are communicated
via email and/or official messages as appropriate. The Secret Service requested
that OIG consider this recommendation resolved and closed.
OIG Analysis: The Secret Service’s actions are responsive to the
recommendation. We consider the recommendation resolved; it will remain
open pending our receipt and review of records (from FY 2015 and FY 2016 up
to March 2016) of significant changes to notification systems and equipment.
Management Response to Recommendation 14: The Secret Service
concurred with the recommendation. The Secret Service said that White House
Branch management regularly attends roll calls and encourages suggestions
from UD Officers on a range of issues. UD members are also encouraged to
submit their suggestions for improvements and other concerns through various
means, such as immediate supervisors, Secret Service-sponsored focus groups,
or official memorandums. In addition, in October 2015, the Secret Service
launched its Spark! program, a web-based communication platform that allows
employees to submit ideas, suggestions, and recommendations for improving
the Secret Service. The Secret Service requested that OIG consider this
recommendation resolved and closed.
OIG Analysis: The Secret Service’s actions are responsive to the
recommendation. We consider the recommendation resolved; it will remain
open pending our receipt of copies of any official communication encouraging
UD members to submit their suggestions and concerns to Secret Service
management. We also need to receive and review official communication on
www.oig.dhs.gov
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launching the Spark! program, a sample of ideas and suggestions Secret
Service management received through Spark!, and any records of what has
been implemented as a result of this program.
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Appendix A
Objectives, Scope, and Methodology
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Office of Inspector General (OIG)
was established by the Homeland Security Act of 2002 (Public Law 107ï296) by
amendment to the Inspector General Act of 1978. We conducted this review to
determine whether the Secret Service followed its own protective policies, what
actions were taken to correct identified deficiencies, and whether these
corrections are adequate.
On September 19, 2014, Omar Gonzalez jumped over the North Fence of the
White House Complex, in less than 30 seconds reached the White House North
Portico doors, and entered the interior of the mansion. Gonzalez bypassed
several layers of security before the Secret Service apprehended him. We
reviewed the causes of the incident, the extent to which Secret Service
personnel followed security plans and protocols, and if Secret Service personnel
followed security plans and protocols, why security measures were not
sufficient to prevent the security breach. We also evaluated what actions were
taken to correct identified deficiencies and whether these corrections are
adequate. This is one of a series of reviews of the Secret Service.
To achieve our objectives, we interviewed Secret Service employees affiliated
with operational, administrative, training, and technical aspects of the UDW
and the JOC. We also interviewed a White House staff member and Secret
Service personnel directly involved in the September 19, 2014 incident, as well
as pre-incident investigative actions regarding Omar Gonzalez. We reviewed the
results of inquiries conducted by the Secret Service’s Office of Professional
Responsibility and the DHS Deputy Secretary.
We visited the JOC, the RTC, and exterior and interior White House posts. We
reviewed the Secret Service’s video and graphic footage from September 19,
2014, photos, records, emails, training materials, reports, presentations,
planned initiatives, organizational charts, statistics, policies, guidance, and
White House procedures. We reviewed the Secret Service’s investigative files on
Omar Gonzalez, including police records, fusion center reports, and case files.
We also reviewed previous reports about the September 19, 2014 incident.
We appreciate the courtesy and full cooperation Secret Service and White
House personnel extended to us throughout this review.
We conducted this review from October 2014 through August 2015 under the
authority of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, and according to
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the Quality Standards for Inspection and Evaluation issued by the Council of
the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency.
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Appendix B
Secret Service Comments to the Draft Report
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Timeline of September 19, 2014 Fence Jumping Incident

Source: Secret Service video and camera footage from September 19, 2014
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Appendix D
Secret Service Pre-incident Interactions with Omar Gonzalez
Prior to the September 19, 2014 incident the Secret Service had several
interactions with Gonzalez and investigated him. During each interaction with
Gonzalez, Secret Service personnel determined he did not pose a threat to the
component’s protectees or protective sites. An intelligence representative noted
Gonzalez expressed a “loose” interest in the White House, but the White House
is a historical site and its perimeter is open to the public. Secret Service Special
Agents and Officers, who interacted with Gonzalez during interviews or
consensual searches of his vehicle and person, reported he was polite and
cooperative.
Secret Service personnel explained that the pre-incident investigation and its
initial findings could not have resulted in Gonzalez’s arrest, thus potentially
preventing him from jumping over the White House fence. Because the Secret
Service did not determine Gonzalez posed a threat to protectees or protective
sites, it did not put Gonzalez on the list of individuals to be on the lookout for if
he were to return to the WHC. Therefore, as Gonzalez walked around the
perimeter of the WHC on September 19, 2014, minutes prior to the incident,
several Secret Service personnel recognized him from previous interactions, but
could not legally prevent him from being in areas near the White House open to
the general public, including near the fence.
Although several UDW Officers who previously knew of Gonzalez recognized
him on September 19, 2014, as he walked around the perimeter of the WHC,
they had no legal cause to detain him until he jumped over the White House
fence, violating a Federal statute.
The following timeline shows how Gonzalez had come to the attention of the
state, local, and Federal law enforcement, as well as the Secret Service, before
the fence jumping incident. It also describes events on September 19, 2014,
just prior to Gonzalez’s jumping the fence.
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Appendix E
Uniformed Division Mission In-service Training
The Secret Service conducts mission in-service training over 3 days at the RTC
in Beltsville, Maryland. The maximum number of students in a class is 24. The
topics below are covered during the training; topics may vary from class to
class, depending on facilities and instructor scheduling.
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Control tactics
Employee Assistance Program briefings
Air marshals course/aircraft tactics
Characteristics of an armed gunman
Deceptive behavior
Legal
Active shooter
Briefing – Sovereign Citizens Domestic Terrorism
Police contacts/use of force/standards of conduct
Weapons retention/handcuffing
Homicide bomber

Mission in-service courses do not include all other types of training offered by
the RTC throughout the year. Other training topics include:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Specialized or tactical unit training
Emergency medical technician (EMT) or EMT refresher training
First line supervisor training
Retirement planning seminar
Mountain bike training
Cornerstone training (24 hours required annually for all supervisors)
Online (Learning Management System) training
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Appendix F
Uniformed Division Emergency Action and Building Defense
Training
On Friday, September 26, 2014, the UD implemented a mandatory 10 hours of
training for all personnel. The training
is divided into two phases. Phase 1 consists of 4 hours of classroom
instruction, and Phase 2 consists of 6 hours of practical and scenario-based
training.
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Appendix H
Office of Inspections Major Contributors to This Report
John D. Shiffer, Chief Inspector
Deborah Outten-Mills, Chief Inspector
Tatyana Martell, Lead Inspector
Paul Bergstrand, Lead Inspector
Anna Hamlin, Senior Program Analyst
Jeffrey Fields, Criminal Investigator
Ja’nelle Taylor, Inspector
Brendan Bacon, Inspector
Kelly Herberger, Communications Analyst
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Appendix I
Report Distribution
Department of Homeland Security
Secretary
Deputy Secretary
Chief of Staff
Deputy Chiefs of Staff
General Counsel
Executive Secretary
Director, GAO/OIG Liaison Office
Assistant Secretary for Office of Policy
Assistant Secretary for Office of Public Affairs
Assistant Secretary for Office of Legislative Affairs
Secret Service Liaison
Office of Management and Budget
Chief, Homeland Security Branch
DHS OIG Budget Examiner
Congress
Congressional Oversight and Appropriations Committees
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND COPIES
To view this and any of our other reports, please visit our website at: www.oig.dhs.gov.
For further information or questions, please contact Office of Inspector General Public Affairs
at: DHS-OIG.OfficePublicAffairs@oig.dhs.gov. Follow us on Twitter at: @dhsoig.

OIG HOTLINE
To report fraud, waste, or abuse, visit our website at www.oig.dhs.gov and click on the red
"Hotline" tab. If you cannot access our website, call our hotline at (800) 323-8603, fax our
hotline at (202) 254-4297, or write to us at:
Department of Homeland Security
Office of Inspector General, Mail Stop 0305
Attention: Hotline
245 Murray Drive, SW
Washington, DC 20528-0305

